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PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF A COMMERCIAL PLANE 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Designing an aircraft require multidisciplinary work. To shorten time of design, many 

departments work separately and coordinated. Structural design department works with data from 

aerodynamic design department. But it may take long time. Therefore, structural design 

department should work with predicted data and decide main structure. It is called as preliminary 

structural design. This work gives first opinion for designing with exact values. In this project, a 

commercial plane which is also known as airliner aircraft or passenger plane is designed 

structurally. The main idea of this project is shorten time of calculating and give idea to designer. 

Thus, MATLAB computer program is a choice for coding and calculating fast. Values of aircraft 

are written in a folder, and code read the data from folder. This specification gives a chance to 

change aircraft type and designing new aircraft easily. Structural design should be done in all 

flight phases. In this project level flight condition is selected.  

 

In the first chapter, introduction and literature review are written. In the literature review, mostly 

used airliner aircrafts are searched and their dimensions are listed. Then, an aircraft is selected to 

design structurally.  

In the second chapter, structural elements of a commercial plane are explained and showed with 

figures. Structural members carry loads and stress which are acting on aircraft. To ensure that 

structural members can carry loads without plastic (permanent) deformation, material yield 

strength is important.  

In the third chapter, level flight condition is explained, and load and moment distribution is 

calculated. Aircraft is divided into sections for finding maximum shear, bending moment, torsion, 

and stress values.   

In the fourth chapter, structural members are located in sections and stress values are calculated. 

Finally, results are found and they examined to decide which structural member number, area, 

thickness makes the aircraft lighter.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this project, AC is designed structurally with approximations. The results give opinion to 

designer that how many structural members should be used in how many areas and at which 

locations. The design steps are explained in each chapter orderly. 

 

1.1 Purpose of Thesis 

Structural design is almost the last step of the designing AC. Until the exact shape of AC comes 

from aerodynamic department, structural designer should predict some values of AC and start to 

design structural members. The purpose of thesis is explaining details of preliminary structural 

design and calculating structural member’s specifications.  

 

1.2 Literature Review 

In this project, mostly used airliner aircrafts are found proper to design structurally. For selecting 

an example AC, similar passenger AC are listed with dimensions in Table 1.1.  

According to Table 1.1, AC dimensions can be divided into main three categories. Small AC 

length is about 35 meters, wing span is about 35.8 meters, and height is about 12 meters. B737 

and A320 are small AC and mostly used in aviation. In this project, A320 is chosen as an 

example small AC.   
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Table 1.1: Passenger Aircraft Dimensions [1-2] 

Producer Passenger Aircrafts 

Dimensions 

Length (m) wing span (m) height (m) 

Boeing 

737-700 33.60 35.80 12.50 

737-800 39.50 35.80 12.50 

737-900 42.10 35.80 12.50 

737 max 7 35.56 35.90 12.30 

737 max 8 39.52 35.90 12.30 

737 max 9 42.16 35.90 12.30 

737 max 10 43.8 35.90 12.30 

747-100 70.60 59.60 19.30 

747-200 70.60 59.60 19.30 

747-300 70.60 59.60 19.30 

747-400 70.60 64.40 19.40 

747-8 Intercontinental 76.30 68.40 19.40 

777-200LR 63.7 64.80 18.60 

777-300ER 73.9 64.80 18.50 

777-8 69.79 71.75 – 64.82 19.50 

787-8 57.00 60.00 17.00 

787-9 63.00 60.00 17.00 

787-10 68.00 60.00 17.00 

Airbus 

220-100 35.00 35.10 11.50 

220-300 38.70 35.10 11.50 

318 31.44 34.10 12.56 

319 neo 33.84 35.80 11.76 

320 neo 37.57 35.80 11.76 

321 neo 44.51 35.80 11.76 

330-200 58.82 60.30 17.39 

330-300 63.66 60.30 16.79 

330-800 58.82 64.00 17.39 

330-900 58.82 64.00 16.79 

380 73.00 79.80 24.10 
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Table 1.2: A320 Specifications [3] 

 

Specifications of A320 

Fuselage: 
 

Horizontal Tail: 
 

Length (m) 37.57 Area (m²) 31.00 

Height (m) 4.14 Span (m) 12.45 

Width (m) 3.95 Aspect Ratio 5.00 

Finess Ratio 9.51 Taper Ratio 0.256 

Vertical Tail: 
 

1/4 Chord Sweep (º) 29.00 

Area (m²) 21.50 Tail Arm  (m) 13.53 

Height (m) 6.26 Sh/S 0.253 

Aspect Ratio 1.82 ShLh/Sc 0.799 

Taper Ratio 0.303 Nacelle: 
 

1/4 Chord Sweep (º) 34.00 Length (m) 4.44 

Tail Arm (m) 12.53 Max. width (m) 2.37 

Sv/S 0.176 Spanwise location 0.338 

SvLv/Sb 0.065 Wing: 
 

Undercarriage: 
 

Area (m²) 122.40 

Track (m) 7.60 Span (m) 33.91 

Wheelbase (m) 12.63 MAC (m) 4.29 

Turning radius (m) 21.90 Aspect Ratio 9.39 

No. of wheels (nose;main) 2;4 Taper Ratio 0.240 

Main Wheel diameter (m) 1.143 Average (t/c) % 
 

Main Wheel width (m) 0.406 1/4 Chord Sweep (º) 25.00 
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Table 1.2 shows A320 dimensions and specifications at fuselage, wing, vertical tail, horizontal 

tail, nacelle, and undercarriage. All these values will be used while calculating AC load 

distribution and designing structural members.   

Figure 1.1, and figure 1.2 shows A320 dimensions from top view, side view, and front view. For 

taking moments distance is important. These figures help to see all dimensions better.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 : A320 Dimensions Top View [4] 
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Figure 1.2 : A320 Dimensions Side View and Front View [4] 

While designing structural members, material selection is important for weight and strength. 

Aluminum 7075 has good strength to weight ratio.  Aluminum is cheaper and easier to find in 

nature. It can be molded and it is proper for many production methods (extrusion, machining, 

etc.). In aerospace industry, aluminum is mostly used material. Therefore, the material of 

structural elements is chosen as aluminum 7075. Table 1.3 shows aluminum 7075 strength 

properties. In chapter 3, table 3.3 shows density of various aerospace materials. Aluminum 

density can be read from table 3.3.  
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Table 1.3: Aluminum 7075 Strength Properties [5] 

Aluminum Properties MPa 

Tensile yield strength 503 

Shear strength 331 

CFM56-5B engine is one of engine type which is used in A320. Engine dry weight is 5250 lbs 

will be used for calculating engine weight in chapter 3.  [6] 

2. STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF A COMMERCIAL PLANE 

A commercial plane consists of semi-monocoque structures. Semi-monocoque structures reduce 

AC weight by carrying loads with many structural elements. Skin does not carry most of load in 

semi-monocoque design. Spar, rib, stringer, frame, and longeron are main structural members. 

These elements carry most of flight loads, so that skin does carry lower load and skin thickness 

reduce. The main reason of designing semi-monocoque structures is producing lighter AC. 

2.1 Spar 

The spars are the main structural members of a wing. They support all distributed loads. 

Generally, a wing has two spars in airliner AC. One spar is usually located near the front of the 

wing (20-25% chord), and the other about two-thirds of the distance toward the wing’s trailing 

edge. They are similar to the longerons of the fuselage. They are parallel to the lateral axis of the 

aircraft. Figure 2.1 shows spar locations at cross section of a wing.  

 

Figure 2.1: Wing cross section structure, spar and stringer [7] 
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2.2 Rib 

 

Ribs which usually extend from the wing leading edge to the rear spar or to the trailing edge of 

the wing are the structural crosspieces that combine with spars and stringers to make up the 

framework of the wing. The ribs give the wing its cambered shape and transmit the load from the 

skin to the spars. [8] Figure 2.2 shows ribs, stringer, and skin in wing structure. 

 

Figure 2.2:  Wing structure: Stringer, skin, ribs [8] 
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2.3 Stringer 

 

Stringers are longitudinal members that typically more numerous and lighter in weight than the 

other main structural members. Stringers are used for giving shape and for attachment of the skin. 

Stringers prevent tension and compression from bending the fuselage and wing. They are 

attached to frame in the fuselage. Figure 2.3 shows wing skin and stringer attachment. Figure 2.4 

shows tension and compression forces on stringers.  

 

Figure 2.3: Wing skin and stringer attachment [7] 

 

Figure 2.4 Forces acting on stringers [7] 
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2.4 Frame 

 

Frame is one of the main structural members of AC which form the shape of fuselage. They 

provide to shorten stringers. Also, prevents structural instability. They carry shear loads and 

stresses. [9] Figure 2.2 shows frame and stringer attachment.  

 

Figure 2.5: Frame and stringer attachment [9] 

2.5 Longeron 

Longerons usually extend across several frame members and help the skin support primary 

bending loads. Longerons do same work with stringers. Longerons can be called as stringer. 

Longerons can be seen in figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.6: Fuselage structural members [8] 

2.6 Skin 

AC is stressed by flight and ground loads. These loads are carried by skin, spars, stringers and 

ribs. Skin is very thin and long so, it is not strong enough for resist twisting. Skin is reinforced 

with stringers to twist. It also transfers the stresses to the wing ribs. Skin gives the shape of AC.  
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3. LOAD AND MOMENT DISTRIBUTION  

Calculating load and moment distribution is the first step of structural design. In the project, cross 

sections of airframe and wing must have enough stringer to carry load and moment which are 

applied by AC. The simpliest solution is starting from level flight, because AC does not have 

inertia loads in level flight. On the other hand, in maneouvre conditions AC affected by inertia 

loads, therefore load factor rise. Maximum load factor is 4 for airliner AC (Table 3.5). For using 

level flight condition in preliminary design as meaningful results, after calculated all stresses on 

structural members and cover, maximum value must not exceed the quarter of yield stress of the 

material.  

3.1 Level Flight 

 

Figure 3.1 : AC Loads in Level Flight [10] 

L: Lift acting at the aerodynamic center of the wing 

D: Drag  

P: Horizontal tail load acting at the aerodynamic center of the tail 

M0 : Aerodynamic pitching moment 

W: AC weight acting at its CG  

T: Thrust 
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Level flight condition means AC is in a steady, unaccelerated and the loads are in static 

equilibrium. Thus for vertical equilibrium 

                                                                𝐿 + 𝑃 − 𝑊 =   0                                                         (3.1)                                                                                       

for horizontal equilibrium 

                                                                     𝑇 − 𝐷 = 0                                                              (3.2) 

and taking moments about the AC’s CG 

                                                    𝐿𝑎 − 𝐷𝑏 − 𝑇𝑐 − 𝑀0 − 𝑃𝑙 = 0                                               (3.3) 

Unknown lift, drag and tail loads in eqs 3.1 and 3.2 can be solved with given AC weight, altitude 

and speed. From aerodynamic theory  

𝐿 =  
1

2
𝜌 𝑉2𝑆𝐶𝐿  

Tail loads are small compared to lift, therefore for the first approximation lift assumed equal to 

weight.  

                                                                       𝐿 ≈ 𝑊                                                                  (3.4) 

M0  and  D depends on wing incidence ∝ which is function of lift.With the help of  𝐶𝐿−∝ curves 

∝ , then M0 and D can be found and substitude in the eqs. 3.2 and 3.3. Eq. 3.3 is solved for P. 

With the known P value eq. 3.1 is solved again. At least 3 cycle gives the desired values.  
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3.1.1 Fuselage Load and Moment Distribution 

 

For finding loads and moments which are applied to AC, eqs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 must be 

used. In this project, by using graph shown in the figure 3.2 necessary forces and moments are 

determined. The graph is transferred to digitizer, and data are exported to text folder. Data is 

imported to MATLAB code. By using data, polynomial curves are fitted and CD, ∝, CM,CG, CL 

values are found. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: 𝐶𝐷, ∝, 𝐶𝑀,𝐶𝐺 − 𝐶𝐿  curves for light aircrafts [10] 
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Figure 3.3: Example free body diagram of a section of AC [7] 

Airframe must be divided into sections for finding shear forces, normal forces, torsions, 

and bending moments distribution. Figure 3.3 shows an example of AC section forces and 

moments. Cross section of airframe must withstand shear and bending. In level flight condition 

lift forces are applied equally to wings, so that torsion does not occur at airframe. In addition, 

there is no normal forces in airframe, because thrust is equal to drag and inertia forces do not 

exist in level flight. Only shear and bending moment must be found.  

Shear force depend on section weight, tail load, and lift. AC may divide with  determined 

length into sections in MATLAB. If the section length is shorter than wing aerodynamic center 

distance from AC backward,  section weight and tail load affects shear force and bending 

moment. In other case, also lift includes. Tail load and lift are always applied on aerodynamic 

center of horizontal tail and wing. So, lift and tail load distance from cross sections may be found 

easily by fixed apply point. Section weight and it’s CG which is weight apply point must be 

determined. 

Section weight may be found with an approximation. Benefiting from Sadraey’s Aircraft 

Design book, AC section’s weight may be calculated approximately. Weight of AC components 

will be found and distrubuted to sections.  
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Table 3.1: Average group weight breakdown for several AC [11] 

 

On the table 3.1 number 9, subsonic transport AC weight percentage is shown. In this 

project, equipment weight is equally distributed to all sections. Crew is added to payload weight, 

and payload weight is equally distributed to sections whose length is longer than 20% of AC’s 

overall length. Fuel tanks are only in wings in a commercial plane, therefore fuel weight 

distributed to wing. Engine is mounted on wings, so engine weight will be on wing.  Structure 

weight is consist of wing,tail,landing gear and fuselage weight. The percentage of these weights 

in structure weight is shown in table 3.2. Weight of components can be calculated with equations.  
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Table 3.2: Structural weight breakdown for several AC [11] 

 

                                  𝑊𝑊 = 𝑆𝑊 . 𝑀𝐴𝐶. (
𝑡

𝑐
)𝑚𝑎𝑥 . 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡 . 𝐾𝜌 . (

𝐴𝑅.𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑡

cos( ˄0.25)
)

0.6

.  λ0.04. 𝑔                     (3.5) 

Eq. 3.5 is used for wing weight calculation. 𝑆𝑊  denotes the wing planform area, MAC the 

wing mean aerodynamic chord, (
𝑡

𝑐
)𝑚𝑎𝑥 the maximum thickness-to-chord ratio, 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡 the density 

of construction material (Table 3.3), AR is the aspect ratio, 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑡 the ultimate load factor,  ˄0.25 

the quarter chord sweep angle, λ the taper ratio, and g the gravitational constant . The parameter 

Kρ is the wing density factor and is obtained from Table 3.4. 

                                                    𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑡 = 1.5 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥                                                            (3.6) 

 For structural safety, maximum load factor is multiplied by safety factor which is usually 

1.5 in aviation, and then ultimate load factor is calculated.  
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 Table 3.3: Density of aerospace materials [11] – Table 3.4: Wing density factor for AC [11] 

    

Table 3.5: Maximum positive load factors for several AC [11] 

 

       𝑾𝑯𝑻 = 𝑺𝑯𝑻. 𝑴𝑨𝑪𝑯𝑻. (
𝒕

𝒄
)𝒎𝒂𝒙𝑯𝑻. 𝝆𝒎𝒂𝒕 . 𝑲𝝆𝑯𝑻 . (

𝑨𝑹𝑯𝑻

𝐜𝐨𝐬( ˄𝟎.𝟐𝟓𝑯𝑻)
)

𝟎.𝟔

.  𝛌𝑯𝑻
𝟎.𝟎𝟒 . 𝑽𝑯

𝟎.𝟑. (
𝑪𝒆

𝑪𝑻
)

𝟎.𝟒

. 𝒈     

(3.7) 

 

 Eq. 3.7 is used for calculating horizontal tail weight. 𝑆𝐻𝑇  denotes the horizontal tail 

exposed planform area, 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐻𝑇 the horizontal tail mean aerodynamic chord, (
𝑡

𝑐
)𝑚𝑎𝑥  𝐻𝑇 the 

horizontal tail maximum thickness to-chord ratio, 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡 the density of construction material 
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(Table 3.3), 𝐴𝑅𝐻𝑇the horizontal tail aspect ratio,  ˄0.25 𝐻𝑇  the horizontal tail quarter chord sweep 

angle, λ𝐻𝑇  the horizontal tail taper ratio, 
𝑪𝒆

𝑪𝑻
 is the elevator-to-tail chord ratio, and 𝑉𝐻the horizontal 

tail volume ratio. The parameter Kρ𝐻𝑇  is the horizontal tail density factor and is obtained from 

Table 3.6.  

Table 3.6: Tail density factor for various aircrafts [11] 

 

 

                𝑊𝑉𝑇 = 𝑆𝑉𝑇. 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑉𝑇 . (
𝑡

𝑐
)

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑇
. 𝜌

𝑚𝑎𝑡
. 𝐾𝜌𝑉𝑇. (

𝐴𝑅𝑉𝑇

cos( ˄0.25𝑉𝑇)
)

0.6

.  λ𝑉𝑇
0.04. 𝑉𝑉

0.2. (
𝐶𝑟

𝐶𝑉
)

0.4

. 𝑔              

(3.8)       

 

Eq. 3.8 is used for calculating vertical tail weight. 𝑆𝑉𝑇 denotes the vertical tail exposed 

planform area, 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑉𝑇 the vertical tail mean aerodynamic chord, (
𝑡

𝑐
)𝑚𝑎𝑥  𝑉𝑇 the vertical tail 

maximum thickness to-chord ratio, 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡 the density of construction material (Table 3.3), 

𝐴𝑅𝑉𝑇the vertical tail aspect ratio,  ˄0.25 𝑉𝑇 the vertical tail quarter chord sweep angle, λ𝑉𝑇  the 

vertical tail taper ratio, Cr/CV the rudder-to-vertical tail chord ratio, and 𝑉𝑉 the vertical tail 

volume ratio. The parameter Kρ𝑉𝑇  is the vertical tail density factor and is obtained from Table 

3.6. 

                                𝑊𝐹 = 𝐿𝑓. 𝐷𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
2. 𝜌

𝑚𝑎𝑡
. 𝐾𝜌𝑓. 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑡

0.5𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 . 𝑔                                    (3.9) 
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Eq. 3.9 is used for calculating fuselage weight where 𝐿𝑓 denotes the fuselage length, 

𝐷𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥  the fuselage maximum diameter of the equivalent circular cross-section, 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡   the density 

of construction material (Table 3.3). The parameter Kρ𝑓   represents the fuselage density factor 

and is obtained from Table 3.7. The parameter K𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡  is 1.25 for the case of inlets on the fuselage, 

and 1 for inlets elsewhere. 

Table 3.7: Fuselage density factor for various aircrafts [11] 

 

 

                                       𝑊𝐿𝐺 = 𝐾𝐿. 𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑡. 𝐾𝐿𝐺 . 𝑊𝐿 . (
𝐻𝐿𝐺

𝑏
) . 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑

0.2                          (3.10) 

                                

Eq.3.10 is used for calculating landing gear weight. Where b is the wing span and 𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑡 is 

1 for fixed landing gear and 1.07 for retractable landing gear. The parameter 𝐾𝐿𝐺is the landing 

gear weight factor and is presented in Table 3.8 for various aircraft. The parameter 𝐾𝐿 is the 

landing place factor, and is 1.8 for Navy aircraft and 1 otherwise. 

Table 3.8: Landing gear weight factor for various aircrafts [11] 
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                                                   𝑊𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑠
= 𝐾𝐸 . 𝑁𝐸 . (𝑊𝐸 )0.9                                             (3.11) 

 

Eq.3.11 is used for installed engine weight calculation. 𝑁𝐸 is the number of engine, 𝐾𝐸 is 

the engine weight factor when using SI units 3, 𝑊𝐸  is the dry engine weight.  

 While substituting values in the eqs. aluminum is chosen as material. Horizontal tail 

weight and vertical tail weight are summed and distributed equally to sections whose length is 

shorter than 20% of AC’s overall length. Fuselage weight is distributed equally to sections whose 

length is longer than 20% of AC’s overall length. Landing gear and engines are mounted on 

wings, therefore section whose length is longer than wing distance from AC backward, has 

engines, landing gear, wing, and fuel weight beside payload, fuselage, horizontal tail and vertical 

weight.  

 AC’s CG location for the first approximation is estimated close to aerodynamic center 

location. The CG of the sections was found by the length of the AC's CG multiplied by the length 

of the AC. Thus, all lengths and forces are known and shear and moments can be found easily. 

Figure 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 shows the results of A320 AC weight, shear, and bending moment 

distribution.  
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Figure 3.4: AC weight distribution according to section lengths 

 

Figure 3.5: AC fuselage shear distribution according to section lengths 
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Figure 3.6: AC fuselage bending moment distribution according to section lengths 
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3.1.2 Wing Load and Moment Distribution 

 

In the previous chapter is mentioned about wing weight. Wing free body diagram has 

concluded wing structural weight, fuel weight, engine weight and lift.  

 

Figure 3.7: Rectangular Wing Load Distribution [12] 

 

In the figure 3.7 a rectangular right wing load distribution is shown. A320 has a tapered 

wing. Therefore, wing structure and fuel weight should be tapered distribution.  In addition, each 

wing has generally two fuel tanks which are inboard and outboard. These tanks are inside of wing 

and almost all of wing has fuel weight. Since, fuel weight load is distributed tapered to all wing. 

Engine weight is assumed as single load. For now, flapped region will not be considered.  

Lift distribution must be examined as spanwise and chordwise. Figure 3.8 shows wing lift 

distributions. Spanwise lift distribution may assume to be applied on wing MAC. Chordwise lift 

distribution may reduce to single lift load is applied on wing aerodynamic center. Spanwise lift 

distribution is generally elliptic. Figure 3.9 shows taper ratio effect on lift distributions. 

According to figure 3.9, we may assume elliptic lift distribution in this project because A320 

taper ratio is 0.24.  Schrenk’s approximation can be used to find lift distribution and chord length 

at the wing sections.  
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Figure 3.8: Wing lift distribution [13] 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Typical effect of taper ratio on lift distribution [11] 
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Figure 3.10: Schrenk’s approximation [13] 

                                                     𝑪(𝒚) = 𝑪𝒓[𝟏 −
𝟐𝒚

𝒃
(𝟏 − 𝛌)]                                                 (3.12)  

Eq.3.12 which is schrenk approximation define chord length at each section. For finding shear 

force, equations from strength of materials are used. For lift, elliptic distribution assumed and an 

ellipse equation is created. Then, section lift forces are found by taking integral of ellipse eq. For 

bending moment and torsion,each wing is divided from engine location. The only difference on 

bending moment and torsion will be engine weight effect.  If the section does not included 

engine, torsion is equal lift multiply by quarter chord. The reason why quarter chord is used, it is 

the distance between aerodynamic center and cross section neutral axis. If the section includes 

engine, engine weight multiply by engine CG location distance from cross section neutral axis is 

added to torsion which is without engine. For finding bending moment, wing is divided into  

engine part and without engine part. In the without engine part these steps are applied in order. 

Lift distribution area looks like a quarter ellipse at any section,so that lift apply point is 

considered geometric center of quarter ellipse. Wing weight apply point and fuel weight apply 
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point will be on geometric center of tapered distribution. The distance between lift apply point 

and cross section of wing is multiplied by lift.Wing weight multiply by distance between wing 

weight apply point and cross section of wing. Fuel weight multiply by distance between fuel 

weight apply point and cross section of wing. These three multiplication is summed. The value of 

summation gives bending moment at sections which is without engine part. Engine weight 

multiply by distance between engine location and cross section of wing. This value is added to 

summation to find bending moment at sections which is with engine. 

 

Figure 3.11: Shear and Moment Distribution Equations [12] 
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Figure 3.12: Geometric center and area of given shapes [14] 
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Figure 3.13: A320 wing shear distribution 
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Figure 3.14: A320 wing bending moment distribution 
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Figure 3.15: A320 wing torsion distribution 
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4. PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

 

4.1 Idealization  

 

 For preliminary design, simple and quick calculation is more important than accuracy. 

Idealizing complex structural sections save time and gives same or nearly same values relative to 

exact values.  

 In the real case, stringers, flanges, spars and skin carry direct stress and shear stress. But 

stringers and flanges carry most of direct stress, skin carry most of shear stress. Therefore, in the 

idealization case may consider concentrated stringer and spar flange areas which are known as 

booms carry only direct stress, skin carry only shear stress.  

 

Figure 4.1: Typical wing section [10] 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Idealized wing section [10] 
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Figure 4.3: Idealization of a panel [10] 

 

 Direct stress which is carried by panel is distributed to boom areas by remove the 

thickness. It is made by taking moments. The moment at right hand edge of each panel equate 

boom area moment. Eq.4.1 explains boom area at each location. A denotes stringer or flange 

area. 𝜎 is direct(normal) stress, t is thickness, b is panel length.  

 

                                             𝐵𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 + (
𝑡𝐷𝑏

6
)(2 +

𝜎𝑖+1

𝜎𝑖
) + (

𝑡𝐷𝑏

6
)(2 +

𝜎𝑖−1

𝜎𝑖
)                                 (4.1) 

 

Eq. 4.2 is used to find shear flow. S is shear stress, I is moment of inertia.  

 

𝑞𝑠 = − (
𝑆𝑥𝐼𝑥𝑥−𝑆𝑦𝐼𝑥𝑦

𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑦𝑦−𝐼𝑥𝑦
2 ) (∫ 𝑡𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑠 + ∑ 𝐵𝑟𝑥𝑟

𝑛
𝑟=1

𝑠

0
) − (

𝑆𝑦𝐼𝑦𝑦−𝑆𝑥𝐼𝑥𝑦

𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑦𝑦−𝐼𝑥𝑦
2 ) (∫ 𝑡𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑠 + ∑ 𝐵𝑟𝑥𝑟

𝑛
𝑟=1

𝑠

0
) +  𝑞𝑠,0          

(4.2) 

 

 Eq.4.3 is used to determine shear stress at each panel. 

                                                                          𝜏 = 𝑞/𝑡                                                             (4.3) 
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4.2 Fuselage Structural Design 

 

 AC fuselage has many stringers. In this project, fuselage critical number of stringer, 

stringer area, and panel thickness will be found. Number of stringer and stringer area are 

important for normal stress; panel thickness is important for shear stress. AC fuselage cross 

section may assume as a circle. Stringers will be distributed around the circle equidistant from 

each other. To ensure equidistant, the total angle of the circle was divided by the number of 

stringers, and the stringers would be positioned by this angle. In addition, panel length is found 

by using this angle. Figure 4.4 shows an example of stringer distribution.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: (a) Actual fuselage section example; (b) idealized fuselage section example [10] 

 

 The next step is idealization of panels and finding moment of inertia. Stringer areas are 

linked a cycle in MATLAB and boom areas are calculated by using eq.4.1. Cross section is 

symmetric; therefore finding only  𝐼𝑥𝑥 is enough.    

                                                                    𝐼𝑥𝑥 = ∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑦
2

𝑖
 𝑛

𝑖                                                        (4.4) 

 

                                                                   𝜎𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑀𝑖𝑦𝑖/𝐼𝑥𝑥                                                        (4.5) 

 

  𝜎𝑖,𝑗  is the normal stress at stringers at each section, 𝑀𝑖 is the bending moment at each 

section, 𝑦𝑖 is the distance from neutral axis x.  
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 Shear flow distribution will be calculated by firstly base shear flow distribution. Eq.4.2 

will be used. Integral terms ignored due to idealization. Symmetric cross section and there is no 

shear force at x direction. Therefore, the eq.4.2 becomes  

 

                                                  𝑞𝑏(𝑖,𝑟) = −(𝑆𝑦,𝑖/𝐼𝑥𝑥) ∑ 𝐵𝑟𝑦𝑟
𝑛
𝑟=1                                                 (4.6) 

 

 The first term of base shear flow distribution is always zero. After all 𝑞𝑏(𝑖,𝑟) values are 

found, 𝑞0(𝑖,𝑟) values must be calculated. 𝑞0(𝑖,𝑟) is found by taking moments. Shear force is applied 

on geometric center of cross section. If shear force apply point is taken as moment point, shear 

force effect on moment would be zero. Then, the eq. becomes  

 

                                                 𝑞0(𝑖,𝑟) = (∑ 2𝐴𝑟𝑞𝑏(𝑖,𝑟)
𝑛
𝑟=1 )/2𝐴𝑡                                                (4.7) 

 

𝐴𝑡 is the total area of cross section, 𝐴𝑟 is the area where shear flow scans according to 

moment point. 𝑞0(𝑖,𝑟) and 𝑞𝑏(𝑖,𝑟) values are summed and exact q values are calculated. Finally, 

shear flow distribution is determined. By using eq.4.3 shear strength must be found.  

To ensure shear strength and tensile yield strength values do not exceed quarter of 

aluminum tensile yield strength and shear strength, a condition is added to MATLAB code. If the 

stress values are more or less than aluminum’s with a tolerance 1 MPa, code would show number 

of stringer, stringer area, thickness and section number. The results must be commented. The 

whole sections have to withstand loads and moments. The optimum stringer number, stringer area 

and thickness should not give error at any section. So, after all results are examined, we may 

decide to numbers. If we want to use more stringer, less stringer area is proper. For example, 

code give us stringer number is 100, stringer area is 500 𝑚𝑚2 and stringer number is 120, 

stringer area is 450 𝑚𝑚2 at same section. If we select stringer number is 100, we should raise 

stringer area a few 𝑚𝑚2 (for example: 550 𝑚𝑚2). If we select stringer number is 120 and do not 

want to change stringer area, we should raise stringer number for example as 121. Maximum 

stringer area with minimum stringer number or maximum stringer number with minimum 

stringer area can be found with this code. In addition, if thickness exceeds yield stress value, we 

must raise the thickness value. While all these values are calculated by MATLAB, also structural 
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weight of fuselage is calculated. Structural weight contains stringers. Stringer areas and lengths 

are known, in this way volume is found by multiplying area and length. Density of aluminum and 

stringer volumes is multiplied to find mass. Then the mass times acceleration of gravity give us 

weight of one stringer. This value is multiplied by stringer number and fuselage structural weight 

is determined.  

 

Figure 4.5: A320 Fuselage stringer distribution example 

 

4.3 Wing Structural Design 

 

Wing structure consists of ribs, spars, and stringers. In this project ribs are considered at each 

cross section we divide. Airliner AC wings usually have 2 spars at 25% chord and 75% chord. 

Therefore, in this project 2 spars are positioned at 25% and 75% chord. Their thickness linked a 

loop. Stringers will be distributed to wing airfoil from first spar to second spar. Web thicknesses 

of stringers are linked a loop. Airfoil type changes from wing tip to wing root, but in this project 

only one airfoil type is used. A320’s airfoil is chosen as NACA23015 because it is similar airfoil 

which is used in A320. Airfoil coordinates are separated into lower and upper surface. These 
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coordinates can be read from naca824 report. [15] By using these coordinates, polynomial curves 

are created by using polyfit command in MATLAB. Number of stringer is assumed even number 

for designing symmetric stringers. To find stringer coordinates, polynomial curves are used. In 

addition, order of polynomial curve effect locations. Difference can be seen in figure 4.8 and 

figure 4.7. Between spars with equal horizontal distances (x coordinates) stringers are located by 

linspace command. Then, vertical coordinates are found by substituting x coordinates in the 

polynomial curve equations.   

Neutral axis should be found due to airfoil shape is not symmetric. Area of each stringer 

is multiply by vertical distance between stringer and chord. Same calculation is done for panel. 

All these multipication is divided by total area of stringers and panels. Result gives the neutral 

axis distance from chord. Neutral axis x position may be taken as semi-chord because all 

stringers positioned as equidistant from each other between 25% chord and 75% chord. 

 Idealization is applied again in wing stringers. Boom areas are found. Then, 𝐼𝑥𝑥, 𝐼𝑥𝑦, and 

 𝐼𝑦𝑦  should be calculated to substitude in eq.4.2 and eq.4.5.  𝐼𝑥𝑥 can be calculated by using eq.4.4.  

                                                                 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = ∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑥
2

𝑖  𝑛
𝑖                                                           (4.8)                                      

 

                                                                𝐼𝑥𝑦 = ∑ 𝐵𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖  𝑛
𝑖                                                           (4.9)           

By using eq. 4.5 normal stresses on stringers are found. The wing is tapered. In tapered 

condition, web shear force should be substituted in shear flow equations. Total shear force is 

equal web shear force plus stringer forces.  

                                                                  𝑃𝑧,𝑟 =  𝜎𝑧,𝑟𝐵𝑟                                                          (4.10) 

From figure 4.6 

                                                                  𝑃𝑦,𝑟 =  𝑃𝑧,𝑟
𝛿𝑦𝑟

𝛿𝑧
                                                          (4.11) 

 

                                                                  𝑃𝑥,𝑟 = 𝑃𝑦,𝑟
𝛿𝑥𝑟

𝛿𝑦,𝑟
                                                          (4.12) 

Or substituting for 𝑃𝑦,𝑟 from eq.4.11 

                                                                  𝑃𝑥,𝑟 =  𝑃𝑧,𝑟
𝛿𝑥𝑟

𝛿𝑧
                                                          (4.13)      

 

                                                              𝑆𝑥 = 𝑆𝑥,𝑤 + ∑ 𝑃𝑥,𝑟
𝑚
𝑟=1                                                  (4.14) 
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                                                             𝑆𝑦 = 𝑆𝑦,𝑤 + ∑ 𝑃𝑦,𝑟
𝑚
𝑟=1                                                   (4.15) 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Taper effects on stringers [10] 

 

 

To find base shear flow, eq.4.2 is used with changing 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦  to 𝑆𝑥,𝑤 and 𝑆𝑦,𝑤 

respectively. Base shear flow is summed with correction shear flow (𝑞0), finally all shear flow 

will be determined. Shear force is applied on neutral axis, but due to lift and engine weight, wing 

cross sections have torsion which is symbolled by T.  
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                                                𝑞0(𝑖,𝑟) = (𝑇𝑖 − ∑ 2𝐴𝑟𝑞𝑏(𝑖,𝑟)
𝑛
𝑟=1 )/2𝐴𝑡                                       (4.16)         

 For finding shear stress, shear flows divided by web thickness. In the spar, shear flow 

divided by spar thickness.  As in fuselage, wing shear stresses and normal stresses should not 

exceed determined stress value. In this project, quarter of aluminum tensile yield strength and 

shear strength are chosen as boundary values. When the normal stress is exceeding the chosen 

strength value, the code will show wing stringer number, wing stringer area, and section of wing. 

When the shear stress is exceeding the chosen strength value, the code will show wing web 

thickness, wing spar thickness, and wing section. Volumes of structural members are found by 

multiplying wing span, stringer areas and stringer numbers. Density times volume gives the wing 

structural mass. Now, structural weight of AC is known. Before starting the project, cg was 

unknown, so estimated cg value is used. After a loop new cg value is calculated by choosing 

reference line as trailing edge of wing root. AC's each element's cg is known. Each element’s 

moment with respect to reference line are summed and divided by AC weight. Thus, cg is found. 

The loops go to initial point and calculate all values with new cg. Preliminary structural design 

can be done with this way. 

 

Figure 4.7: A320 wing stringer distribution when used third order polynomial equation 
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Figure 4.8: A320 wing stringer distribution when used second order polynomial equation 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

In this chapter results of code will be given with tables to compare them.  

 

Table 5.1: Wing normal stress change by iteration numbers 

wing section 
stringer area 

(𝑚𝑚2) 
stringer number 

max normal stress 

(MPa) 

initial 60 200 125 166 

2 iteration 60 200 125 136 

3 iteration 60 200 125 136 
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Table 5.2: Fuselage normal stress change by iteration numbers 

fuselage section 
stringer area 

(𝑚𝑚2) 
stringer number 

max normal stress 

(MPa) 

initial 125 200 90 169 

2 iteration 125 200 90 99 

3 iteration 125 200 90 99 

 

Table 5.3: Wing shear stress change by iteration numbers 

wing section 
spar thickness 

(mm) 
web thickness (mm) 

max shear stress 

(MPa) 

initial 60 1 1.7 133 

2 iteration 60 1 1.7 96 

3 iteration 60 1 1.7 96 

 

Table 5.4: Fuselage shear stress change by iteration numbers 

 

fuselage section thickness (mm) max shear stress (MPa) 

initial 125 1.4 66 

2 iteration 125 1.4 67 

3 iteration 125 1.4 67 
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Table 5.5: Center of gravity location change by iteration numbers 

iteration numbers cg location (m) 

initial 15 

2. iteration 19.06 

3. iteration 19.06 

 

 

According to table 5.1, at same section with same stringer number and same stringer area, 

maximum normal stress reduces with iteration at wing. But, after second iteration, value stays 

same. Table 5.2 shows maximum normal stress change with iteration number at fuselage.  Initial 

value reduces with iteration but after second iteration it is observed that no change at maximum 

stress.  

Table 5.3 shows maximum shear stress change with iteration at wing. Initial stress value reduces 

with iteration but it stays same after second. Table 5.4 shows maximum shear stress change with 

iteration at fuselage. Initial stress value slightly rises with iteration but it stays same after second.  

Table 5.5 shows cg location change by iteration numbers. Initial cg location is predicted and after 

iterations exact cg value is found by calculating structural weight. With the help of table 5.5 the 

reason of maximum stress values stay same after second iteration may be understandable. 

Because, cg location affects load and moment distribution.  

When all of iteration change tables are examined, it can be inferred that second iteration is 

enough for calculating.  

 

Table 5.6: Wing structural weight change according to stringer area and number 

wing section 47 

stringer area (𝑚𝑚2) 300 300 1000 300 300 

stringer number 95 92 87 87 85 

weight parameter 28500 27600 87000 26100 25500 

iteration number 2 
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Table 5.7: Fuselage structural weight change according to stringer area and number 

fuselage section 49 

stringer area (𝑚𝑚2) 300 300 1000 300 300 

stringer number 95 92 87 87 85 

weight parameter 28500 27600 87000 26100 25500 

iteration number 2 

 

 

From the table 5.6 can be read which stringer numbers and areas exceed desired normal stress 

value at wing section 47. From the table 5.7 can be read which stringer numbers and areas exceed 

desired normal stress value at fuselage section 49. Weight parameter is calculated easily by 

multiplying stringer number and stringer area. When tables are examined it may inferred that 

same stringer number with different areas exceed desired stress value. While designing an AC, 

weight is important as strength as. Thus, weight parameter should be least. According to table 

5.6, 85 stringer with 300 𝑚𝑚2areas is the lighter choice to design at wing section 47. According 

to table 5.7, 85 stringer with 300 𝑚𝑚2areas is the lighter choice to design at fuselage section 49. 

Comparison should be done with this way.  

The overall results are given in results subchapter. Designer should analyze results at each 

section.  

 

5.1 Results 

 

 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 3000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2700  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 2000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 1000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 600  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 130   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 3000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 2000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1400  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 1000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 128   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 3000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2200  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 2000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 1000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 126   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 3000  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 2000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 1000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 900  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 124   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 3000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 2000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1700  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 1000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 3000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2400  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 2000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1300  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1200  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1100  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 1000  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 900  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 800  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 700  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 600  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 500  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 400  wing section = 47 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 300  wing section = 47 
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Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 48 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 48 

Wing Stringer number = 120   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 48 

Wing Stringer number = 122   Wing Stringer area = 200  wing section = 48 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 
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Wing web thickness = 2  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.9  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 
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Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.8  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 
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Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.7  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 
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Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.6  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 3  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 
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Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 2  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Wing web thickness = 1.5  Wing spar thickness = 1  Section = 60 

Fuselage Stringer number = 95  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 94  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 94  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 93  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 92  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 91  Fuselage Stringer area = 1000  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 91  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 90  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 89  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 88  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 87  Fuselage Stringer area = 1000  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 87  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 

Fuselage Stringer number = 85  Fuselage Stringer area = 300  Section = 49 
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